TENNZ touring exhibition brief
Exhibition Title/subtitle

Flash Back: Fashion Photography in New Zealand 1930 - 2015

Current status

Available now

Description

The power of visual imagery to engage audience can be seen in the
popularity of YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook.
Flash Back: Fashion Photography in New Zealand 1930 – 2015 is a unique
and dynamic small low cost exhibition that is easy to install and can be
hosted in many different environments from museums to art galleries and
libraries. Photography uniquely lends itself to being shared digitally and this
exhibition plays to that strength delivering the work of 18 photographers with
over 300 images. Using projection to convert still images to moving images
increases their appeal and enhances audience engagement.
Each time we get dressed we are projecting an image of ourselves and creating a
persona is also quintessentially what great fashion photography does.

Photographers working for international magazines like Vogue or Harper’s Bazaar
must cater to a very diverse range of consumers but local magazines target local
audiences and in so doing they offer the opportunity to cultivate a unique local style.
Flash Back is an exhibition of key New Zealand fashion photographers who

captured the essence of their time and have made a significant contribution
to developing and articulating a unique New Zealand identity in the latter half
of the 20th century.

Dates Open and Venue

Flash Back had a very successful season at the Gus Fisher Gallery, 2 – 30 June
2017, as part of the Festival of Photography. It has since had another public
showing projected onto the walls of the St James Theater in in Auckland as part
of NZ Fashion Week in 2019. It is available for touring now.

Size

This exhibition consists of 3 types of digital projection - two which require
projectors and one which only requires television monitors. For the
projections we allowed a distance of about 6 meters from projector to screen.

Cost

$1500.00 plus GST (one off administration and service fee).
Additional curatorial and technical work will be charged out at $50 p hr.

Content

Exhibition package that NZFM can supply


digital files for slide show curated in themes - magazine format see
www.nzfashionmuseum.org.nz/exhibitions



digital files for slide show curated per photographer



digital files for slide show - crowd pleasers (beautiful dress images)



FLASH BACK logo and imagery for signage and promotion



Final artwork for exhibition catalogue



Photographic still images of garments for facebook and other
promotional campaigns

Merchandise

Exhibition catalogue RRP $5
Other Fashion Museum publications available if desired

Availability

Now

Target audience

General. We found the ability to make still photographs moving images held
our audiences for a long time – most watched the whole loop of each of the
formats.
It also aims to engage and inspire secondary and tertiary students of
photography, fashion and design.

Special requirements

The host institution will supply



A suitable, safe and inviting venue
An appropriate marketing programme aimed at ensuring the success of
the exhibition and enhancing the reputation of the host institution and
the NZFM [to be signed off by NZFM].

Other Notes

The exhibition may be installed to the needs and spaces of the host institution.
The NZFM can facilitate the delivery of technical information for best quality
results in projecting the images.

Touring Institution

New Zealand Fashion Museum Charitable Trust

Contact

Doris de Pont

Title

Exhibition Curator

Phone

09 3760929

Email

doris@nzfashionmuseum.org.nz

